
Library Management Team  

Notes from the June 15, 1999 Meeting  

Attending: Ross Atkinson, David Corson, Tom Hickerson, Janet McCue, Jean Poland, Sarah 
Thomas, Edward Weissman, Tim Lynch, Holly Mistlebauer, Lynne Personius, Marty Schlabach  

1. Announcements 
Ross reported that the Access Services Steering Committee and the Library Annex staff 
are completing work on a plan to provide document delivery (including electronic 
delivery) of items now held in the Annex. If PSEC is in agreement with the details of this 
plan, the Access Services Steering Committee would expect to run a test during the 
month of July. LMT endorsed the project, and looks forward to hearing about the results 
of the test.  

2. Proxy Server 
Tim Lynch reported that CIT is actively exploring various software solutions for a proxy 
server. By July 15 there will be an interim proxy server in place that will be sufficient to 
handle the expected load through September. CIT expects to have a "permanent" proxy 
server in place by October 1. Tim will work with Kevin Unrue, CIT's security 
coordinator, to insure that the transition from the interim to the permanent proxy server 
will be smooth and not require significant transition work on the Library's part.  

3. Personalized Electronic Services Fall Implementation Plan 
Holly presented the Personalized Electronic Services Working Group's plans for the fall 
1999 implementation. The group recommends we refer to the suite of personalized 
electronic services as "My Library." The implementation plan was endorsed by LMT. It 
is appended to the end of this message.  

4. Replacing Library Bear Access/Library Kiosks 
Lynne presented plans for hardware and software replacements this summer for library 
public access workstations maintained by the Library Systems Office. All Macintosh and 
Compaq computers will be replaced with Dell's and the operating system on all 
computers will be upgraded to Windows 98. Windows 95 requires patches to be Y2K 
compliant. Library Bear Access will be replaced and we'll rely on the Library's Windows 
NT server for refreshing the kiosk work stations. This will provide functional equivalence 
to the refreshing capabilities we now have. In place of the Bear Access buttons, the 
Library Home page will serve as the default screen on the kiosks. Until the Home page is 
completed, the "Networked resources" will display as the default page within the Library. 
But each unit library can choose to display its own home page as the default screen on its 
kiosks as long as there are prominent links to the Library Catalog and the Library 
Gateway on the home page. To make the unit library page the default display, the unit 
head should send a message to LTD-L with the URL of the unit home page. Lynne's 
report to LMT is appended below.  

5. Members of LMT then met with Polly McClure, the new Vice President for Information 
Technologies, and senior managers from CIT (Alan Personius, Deputy Director, Office of 
Information Technologies, Judy Hart, Human Resources/Organizational Development, 
Marjorie Hodges Shaw, Policy Advisor, Steve Worona, Technology Evangelist, Kevin 
Unrue, Security Coordinator, Jim Doolittle, Acting Director of Network & Computing 



Systems, Doug Carlson, Associate Director of Network & Computing Systems, and Ann 
Stunden, Director, Academic Support Services) to discuss issues of mutual concern and 
activities that affect both organizations. These included:  

1. Provision of a proxy server to allow off-campus Cornell users access to restricted 
Library services  

2. The Next Generation Network  
3. Efforts by CIT to develop a program budget and funding model  
4. Shared responsibility for public computing facilities in the Library  
5. Endeavor Information Systems - LMS implementation and joint development 

project  
6. "Digital Library" initiatives and funding  
7. Electronic Publishing  
8. Common scheduling and directory assistance software  
9. The Library's vision for the future provision of services integrating traditional and 

electronic sources  
10. Migration and preservation of digital information over time  
11. Shaping our continuing relationship  

The parties agreed that the Library and CIT must maintain effective lines of communication. 
Sarah and Polly will meet monthly. Tom and Ed will subscribe to the CIT managers list where 
CIT's meeting agendas and notes are distributed. This will allow Tom to determine which CIT 
meeting he should attend. Ed will distribute information from the CIT list as appropriate. Tom 
will become an ex officio member of FABIT. (Sarah will continue serving on FABIT.) LMT and 
the CIT managers will meet together at a regular interval to be determined by Sarah and Polly.  

Minutes recorded by Edward Weissman .  

 

3) Personalized Electronic Services  

Personalized Electronic Services 
Proposed Fall 1999 Implementation 

Overview  

June 14, 1999  

CURRENT AWARENESS  

Description: Notify patrons via email of new resources added to the Library Catalog which meet 
patron-selected criteria.  

Details:  

1. Resources include books, databases, journals, videos, audio tapes, etc. In other words, we 
would include anything added to the Library Catalog regardless of format.  



2. Patrons would setup a "user profileo/oo which would indicate what information they are 
interested in receiving. This "user profileo/oo would also be used by the Personalized 
Workspace.  

3. The patron selection will be narrowed down by keyword (which can be a subject, author, 
title, publisher, etc.) and library location. The search entered will be verified by executing 
it against the current contents of the extract database to see how many hits are found and 
what the result group contains. The patron may then fine-tune the search so that it meets 
his/her criteria.  

4. This will be done without manual intervention of any kind. If an item meeting the 
patron,s criteria was added during the previous month, that patron would receive an email 
message indicating the title, author, library, and call number. (For patrons with a 
Personalized Workspace, this information will be available there as well.)  

5. A weekly extract will be created from NOTIS which provides the following information: 
subjects (6XXs), library (copy holdings a), publisher (260), date published (copy 
holdings DT/1), call number (holdings b & c), format (holdings k), author/editor (100, 
700, & 245), title (7XXs, 245, & 246), series (440, 490, 730, & 830), genre (975), 
physical description (007), language (041) and URL (856). (NOTE: The same extract 
would be created from the new LMS. Only the extract process would be impacted by the 
switch to the new LMS.)  

Issues:  

1. Any individual with a Cornell netid will be allowed to use this service.  
2. Impact of new LMS.  
3. Dealing with new issues of an existing serial.  
4. Some formats may be more difficult to target than others.  
5. Searching by Library of Congress classification will be delayed until a future release due 

to the difficulty in matching the classification areas to how patrons think a about subjects.  
6. Need to purchase a UNIX server and ORACLE (to be used in conjunction with the 

Personalized Workspace effort).  
7. Training and support will be coordinated with the IRPC.  
8. Will be developed using UML within the Rational Unified Process (RUP).  
9. After the implementation of this first release, focus groups will be established to 

determine future enhancements to the Current Awareness service.  

 

PERSONALIZED WORKSPACE 

Description: Provide space on a library server for patrons to organize their own shortcuts to 
Library Gateway and other resources.  

Details:  

1. Any resource on the Library Gateway as well as any link identified by the patron can be 
included.  



2. The patron will be able to organize their collection of links into the subject headings of 
their choosing.  

3. The patron Personalized Workspace will be totally private, protected by a password.  
4. By having the Personalized Workspace on a library server, patrons will be able to access 

their shortcuts from any machine. This will be like a traveling set of bookmarks.  
5. The Current Awareness product outlined above will be integrated with the Personalized 

Workspace. Patrons will be able to select to resubmit their Current Awareness searches in 
order to find items added since the last time the patron checked or since a date entered by 
the patron.  

6. A patron,s Personalized Workspace will be accessible via the Library Gateway or via a 
link directly into the login screen.  

Issues:  

1. Any individual with a Cornell netid will be allowed to use this service.  
2. The collection of personalized services added to the Library Gateway will be called "My 

Libraryo/oo. Within "My Libraryo/oo there will be two services with the first release: 
"Current Awarenesso/oo and "Personal Workspaceo/oo.  

3. Will add look/feel customization, bookmark importing/exporting, and a library 
announcement feature if there is time.  

4. Not every library uses the Library Gateway as the default screen on their Public Access 
machines. Patrons will need easy access to their Personalized Workspace from every 
library machine.  

5. Need to purchase a UNIX server and ORACLE (to be used in conjunction with the 
Current Awareness effort).  

6. Training and support will be coordinated with the IRPC.  
7. Will be developed using UML within the Rational Unified Process (RUP).  
8. After the implementation of this first release, focus groups will be established to 

determine future enhancements to the Current Awareness service.  

 

4) Replacing Library Bear Access/Library Kiosks  

Library Management Team  

June 15, 1999  

Report on Library Kiosks  

• Bear Access replacement  
1. First of a series of changes to kiosks  
2. CIT removing support for the Bear Access version in use  
3. Will rely on CUL's Win NT server for refreshes  
4. Examples in B40 for review  
5. Functional Equivalent of current  



6. Configuration flexible  
• CUL/ Unit Library Home Pages  

1. Default - today Gateway, soon Marty's CUL page  
2. Unit pages when ready - send message to LTD-L with URL  

• Y2K Compliance  
1. Win 95 needs patches  
2. COMPAQ computers -> Win 98  
3. Approximately 65 machines  
4. Move forward to 98 in same amount of time  

• Dell Hardware Replacement for Apple Macintoshes  
1. 7/15/99 CIT removes "Appletalk Forwarding"  
2. Server that manages and refreshes Macs is out  
3. Dell computers on order, expected later this month  
4. 46 Kiosks, in all Endowed Libraries, to be replaced  
5. Installation from late June through mid-July  
6. Windows 98 pre-installed  

• As a result of above changes, all kiosks will be  
1. Win 98  
2. Managed from one Win NT server  
3. Free of Bear Access  
4. Using either the CUL home page or a unit library home page   


